
QI Project for Effective COVID-19 Testing in a Vulnerable 
Inpatient Substance Use Rehab Population

Background                                                                                                 
• Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic Arnot Health and patients have accepted additional precautions 

for public safety.

• New Dawn, a 28-day inpatient substance abuse rehabilitation unit, is a hospital settings at high risk for 
spreading COVID due to using a community milieu setting for successful treatment.

• To mitigate spread of COVID, New Dawn’s bed capacity was reduced by 50% (from 20 to 10 beds) and 
accepted patients are required to have a negative COVID test result prior to admission.

• When accepting a patient from another facility, COVID testing is typically completed by the referring 
facility.  When admitting a self-referred patient from home, testing has not yet been performed.

• Per current protocol, testing is not provided at time of New Dawn admission for self-referral patients. 
Testing must be coordinated outpatient first. Once negative results are received by New Dawn, the 
patient can enter the facility and formally be admitted.

• Many factors can cause COVID testing delays in admitting an otherwise accepted patient, which can lead to 
1) treatment delays affecting patient health & safety, and 2) causing inefficient bed utilization.

• Patients with substance use disorders are an at-risk population for infection/transmission due to their 
social circumstances, mental health, lack of resources, and pre-existing physical conditions with elevated 
risks of immunosuppression.1,2

• Studies have shown that delays can negatively impact treatment outcomes and retention rates.3  Other 
literature has highlighted the myriad negative impacts that the COVID 19 pandemic has had on treatment 
centers themselves including the financial impact of reduced census.4
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Conclusions, Limitations, and Intervention
● On average self-referred patient admissions were delayed a day longer than facility-referred.

● There are confounding variables that could contribute to a difference in the time to 
admission of self-referred vs. facility-referred patients that is not attributed to COVID testing, 
and that could not be captured by the limited data this study generated.

● It is uncertain how delays for admission during COVID compares to pre-COVID admission 
data.  If such data is available, a comparison should be made to determine any significance.

● There is potential revenue that is unrealized when unoccupied beds remain reserved.

● We would consider improving timely access to rapid COVID testing to reduce delays.

● A solution is equipping the New Dawn nursing staff to perform their own same day rapid 
tests on accepted patients instead of scheduling an outpatient appointment.

● A second potential solution could be "STAT" rapid COVID testing appointments through the 
Arnot drive-in testing site that are given priority.

● A third possibility could be to have the patient's COVID testing processed through the Arnot 
ED just prior to New Dawn admission.

Rationale & Hypothesis
● This QI project quantifies the days from acceptance to admission during which a bed is reserved and 

unoccupied waiting for self-referred (“off the street”) patients requiring pre-admission COVID-19 testing. 
We compare this to the time required to process admissions for patients being directly referred to New 
Dawn from inpatient health care facilities (“door-to-door”).

● We anticipated less efficient bed utilization for admission of self-referral patients when compared to 
facility-referred patients, due to the time required to coordinate and receive results of outpatient COVID 
testing.

● This project attempts to identify, measure, and improve delays in the COVID-19 inpatient rehab admission 
process without compromising safety.
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Results
● A total of 22 admissions were logged with 4 results being excluded due to insufficient data 

bringing the total to 18.  14 of these were self-referred and 4 were facility-referred. Number 
of days a bed was held unoccupied ranged from 1 to 7 days.

Methods
● Using an admission log we collected several dates related to a patient including their acceptance date and 

admission date.  We looked at whether they were self-referred or from another facility.  COVID testing 
modality and COVID test date were collected.  We recorded the number of days from acceptance to 
admission where a bed would be reserved unoccupied until the patient had a negative test and arrived at 
the facility.  Special thanks to Ann Albee, RN for logging and data coordination.


